Tapia Math-Science Scholars Tutors

PULKIT SINGH
pulkit.singh@rice.edu

My name is Pulkit and I am graduate student from India. Currently I am pursuing my masters degree in subsurface geoscience in Rice University. I am a mountain lover and a traveling enthusiast whose favorite pastime is solving puzzles and reading novels.

TOLUWANI SOARES
tts3@rice.edu

Tolu, a Chemical Engineering student is a green, mean, dancing machine. When she isn’t grooving to a new beat, she’s chomping on some vegetables, trying to get some leafy greens in her system before the end of the day. She has a wide smile and a hearty laugh to match, which she thankfully never shies away from exhibiting. You’ll often find her scribbling away on a stray piece of paper when writing inspiration strikes, she’s never been one to take creativity lightly. In the same way that beautiful writing and beautiful tunes have won her heart, she’s working hard even as we speak to win you over. As she welcomes you into her sphere of influence, be prepared for a space overflowing with acceptance, support, and ultimately excellence. She has spent many years fine-tuning her listening skills, so don’t be afraid to approach her with anything and everything. And don’t be too surprised if she approaches you first.

ADAM MORRISON
anm9@rice.edu

Adam Morrison is a Computer Science and Philosophy double major and a rising sophomore at Rice University. In his spare time he likes to play video games, program, and play piano. Adam is very passionate about teaching and he is looking forward to working with you all.